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Step 1. Outline

Timeline

Palomares, Spain
January 17, 1966

Thule Air Base, Greenland
January 21, 1968&

In the history of nuclear weapons in the U.S., two accidents (or inadvertent drops) of nuclear 
weapons have resulted in widespread dispersal of nuclear materials.  These two incidents 
occurred two years apart, within a week.  The incidents had many similarities: in both cases, a 
B-52 bomber carrying nuclear weapons was damaged in air during an airborne alert mission and 
released nuclear weapons, which released radioactive material over a large area.  In both 
cases, there were significant impacts to the safety, environmental, customer service, property 
and labor goals.  

The causes of these two incidents have one thing in common - both resulted from planes 
carrying nuclear weapons as part of an airborne alert mission.  Although many safeguards were 
taken due to the high risk of the missions, extremely serious impacts still resulted.  Thus the 
decision was made to cancel airborne alert missions.  When the risk is too high, sometimes the 

What Problem(s) Collision between B-52, KC-135 B-52 cabin fire, bailout, crash
When Date January 17, 1966 January 21, 1968

Time ~10:30 a.m. See timeline
Different, unusual, unique Attempting third refueling of the mission Cabin fire forced crew to abandon aircraft

Where State, city Palomares, Spain Thule Air Base, Greenland
Facility, site B-52, KC-135 B-52 bomber
Task being performed Routine  high-altitude-air refueling operation Carrying four hydrogen bombs on a Cold War 

mission
Impact to the Goals

Safety Seven of eleven crew members killed One crew member killed; six injured
Environmental Release of radioactive materials Widespread radioactive contamination

Customer Service 1400 tons of contaminated soil, vegetation 237,000 cubic feet of contaminated material 
removed

Production-Schedule ? Airborne alert flights cancelled
Destruction of two nuclear weapons Destruction of four nuclear weapons
Destruction of two planes Destruction of plane

Labor, Time Cleanup, search for intact weapons 4-month cleanup operation

Frequency

Property, Equip, Mtls

Two incidents releasing radioactivity from nuclear weapons in just over two years

Date Time Description
1958 Strategic Air Command began flying airborne alert

January 17, 1966 ~10:30 a.m. Crash of KC-135 and B-52 during aerial refueling
Four nuclear weapons dropped near Palomares, Spain

January 18, 1966 First three weapons located

January 22, 1966 Air Force contacts Navy for assistance in locating fourth 
weapon

March 17, 1966 Bomb located by USS Alvin but dropped during attempt to 
bring it to the surface

April 2, 1966 USS Alvin locates bomb again
April 7, 1966 Remaining bomb brought to surface

January 21, 1968 Junky 14 mission:
Third pilot placed cloth-covered foam cushions under the seat 
and on top of the hot air spray tube
Takeoff
Fourth cushion placed under the seat
Metal box placed in front of and against cushions
5 hours into flight: cabin temperature became uncomfortably 
cool
Third pilot increased cabin heat by drawing hot air from engine 
manifold into heating system
Heat ignited cushions around duct

2022Z EWO reported that he smelled burning rubber
Fire extinguishers brought into action
Fire fighting efforts unsuccessful
Pilot reported fire to ground station and requested clearance 
to descend immediately
EWO opened sextant port to exhaust smoke
Attempt to smother fire with A-3 bag unsuccessful

2030Z Electrical power failure
2037Z Crew bailed out
2039Z Aircraft crahsed on Wosltenholme Fjord

1968 Airborne alert terminated



Step 2. Cause Map - Palomares

Timeline

CauseEffect

Why?

NOTE:  Read the Cause Map from left to right with 
the phrase "Was Caused By" in place of each 
arrow.
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Palomares: On January 17, 1966, a B-52 and KC-135 crashed during refueling above 
Palomares, Spain.  The KC 135 exploded, killing the entire crew of four.   The B-52 broke up 
mid-air, killing three crew members (four more were able to eject) and releasing four nuclear 
weapons.  Two of the weapons' parachutes failed, and the weapons were destroyed, releasing 
radioactive material causing extensive cleanup of the 1,400 contaminated tons of soil and 
debris.  (Additionally, one of the intact bombs fell into the ocean and was not recovered for three 
months.) This was the third refuel of the mission and it's unclear what exactly went wrong, 
though due to the close proximity required, mid-air refueling is extremely risky.



Step 2. Cause Map - Thule Air Base

CauseEffect

Why?

NOTE:  Read the Cause Map from left to right with 
the phrase "Was Caused By" in place of each 
arrow.
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Thule: A fire began in a B-52 when flammable cushions were stuffed under a seat, covering the 
heat duct.  Hot air from the engine manifold was redirected into the cabin in an attempt to warm 
it up, which ignited the cushions.  The crew of the B-52 was unable to extinguish the fire and the 
pilot lost instrument visibility.  The generators failed (for reasons that aren't clear), cutting all 
engine power.  The crew bailed, the plane crashed, and the two weapons were destroyed along 
with the plane, again releasing radioactive material that led to a four-month cleanup mission.
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